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Resume 

 

The COST Action BESTPRAC organised a three-day training school on 

Horizon 2020 financial tasks 

 

As part of the BESTPRAC COST Action “The Voice of Research Administrators - Building a 

Network of Administrative Excellence”, a training school on Horizon 2020 financial tasks was 

successfully held in Belgrade from 4th to 6th June 2018.  

 

During these three days, 35 participants from 16 countries got in-depth practical training on 

how to analyse and understand financial management procedures and requirements for well-

planned and well-executed H2020 projects. Focusing on the Horizon 2020 projects’ financial 

tasks, five BESTPRAC trainers, with ample experience on the subject, provided a successful 

mix of knowledge sharing, suggestions of best practices, tips and tricks as well as practical 

exercises so that trainees could develop their own toolbox and improve their professional 

performance on managing projects. 

 

BESTPRAC specialized training for research administrators is promoting well-planned and 

well-executed H2020 projects so that universities, research organisations, and small and 

large business enterprises all over Europe can boost its effective participation in the 

European Research Area.  

 

You can watch the recording of the training school at 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E6zFT5ZI7F_2JSOYkcteMecE-JDy42U.   

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8E6zFT5ZI7F_2JSOYkcteMecE-JDy42U
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Training School at a glance 

Key objectives 

Universities, research organisations, small- and large business enterprises all over Europe 

have an opportunity to participate in European research and innovation projects, and receive 

EU funding through the EU framework programmes for research and innovation Horizon 

2020.  To make use of this opportunity, they have to manage financial tasks for the projects 

in compliance with EU rules and commit themselves to the requirements of budgetary 

management, accounting, and financial reporting regulations. It is crucial that projects both 

meet the overall strategic objectives of the funding scheme and also meet the detailed 

financial rules. Complex eligibility criteria and rules have to be followed and strict deadlines 

have to be met.  

 

During the three days BESTPRAC Training School “How to manage key financial tasks for 

H2020 European research and innovation projects: Finance for Beginners” participants 

were shown how to analyse and understand financial management procedures and 

requirements for well-planned and well-executed H2020 projects, and how to solve financial 

management tasks. 

 

Target groups  

This training school was designed for administrative staff who have been assigned to 

financial related tasks, and who: 

● are not familiar with the financial rules of H2020 (either participating as partner or as 

coordinator), and/or 

● have little or no practical experience or training in how to perform and solve these tasks. 

  

Contents and structure 

● H2020 Programme: Relevant documents 

● Budgeting at the proposal stage as partners and as coordinators; 

● Financial management: from proposal do project, the Management of a H2020 Project, the 

Financial reporting and the Certificate on the Financial Statement; 

● Audit procedures: carried out by the EC, one of its agencies, or auditors appointed by 

them. 

Regarding structure, the training school was primarily about practical solutions: 
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• Sharing practical skills for participant’s toolbox and a step-by-step overview of suggested 

best practices for the most important financial tasks;  

• With practical examples and exercises and with time set aside for Q&A sessions and 

discussions.   

 

Trainers  

Per Inge Andresen, NTNU – Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway 

Wolfram Rieneck, Medical University Innsbruck, Austria  

Géraldine Léonard, Université d'Orléans, France 

Francesca Tomasi, University of Trento, Italy 

Darina Zaimova, Trakia University, Bulgaria 

 

Venue 

The training school took place in the conference room at Centre for the promotion of science 

(Belgrade, Serbia). The room was previously set with tables, writing materials, free Wifi 

access and computer power cables so that participants could join in groups for the training 

school exercises.  
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Training School Programme 

The final programme is available at http://www.bestprac.eu/exchange-training/training-

school-belgrade-june-2018/  

 

Brief summary of Contents  

Day 1 – 4th June 2018 

Introduction to H2020 

After a welcoming message from the host institution and a brief introduction about 

BESTPRAC, Per Inge Andresen presented the key features and practitioner’s need for 

Financial management of cross-border European research projects. Géraldine Léonard review 

the H2020 main documents, namely Work Programme, Annotated Model Grant, Grant 

Agreement and Consortium Agreement, for each type of action, where to find it in the 

Participant Portal and had a quick overview on the Consortium Agreements. 

 

Budgeting at the proposal stage 

Wolfram Rieneck started to introduce the topic about budget at the proposal stage in H2020 

by looking to the eligible and non-eligible costs in each cost categories, namely: personnel, 

other goods and services, subcontracting and other third party arrangements. Budgeting 

tasks were specifically described (and distinguished) for the role of project partners and for 

the role of project coordinators. The first day ended with an exercise where the participants 

were divided into four groups, each with the task to create a budget for a H2020 proposal 

based on key features of an example project. 

 

Social event: Dinner at Mihailo Restaurant, where participants met and got to know other 

participants, trainers and organization team. 

 

Day 2 – 5th June 2018 

The management of a H2020 projects 

The second day started with a presentation from Wolfram Rieneck about the main steps 

from the Proposal to project in H2020, featuring the Grant Agreement preparation and the 

Consortium Agreements for Research and Innovation Actions (RIA),  Innovation Actions (IA) 

and Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA). After that, Per Inge Andresen discussed with 

the participants how to manage an H2020 Project from the financial point of view, with 

http://www.bestprac.eu/exchange-training/training-school-belgrade-june-2018/
http://www.bestprac.eu/exchange-training/training-school-belgrade-june-2018/
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special emphases on: pre-financing and interim payments, justification of costs incurred, 

supporting documents (time recording, sound management etc.), monitoring the incurred 

costs against the budget, monitoring and follow-up of costs vs. budget for the consortium 

when your own organization is the coordinator, and the interaction between the monitoring 

of project progress and financial monitoring. Examples of best practices, tips and tricks were 

shared with the participants and discussed among all the professionals. 

After lunch, participants were invited to do a practical exercise about Eligible Vs. Non eligible 

costs with Géraldine Léonard.  

 

Financial reporting 

A presentation about the financial reporting was organized by Darina Zaimova, with special 

focus on RIA and IA projects, ERC and Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions. Per Inge Andresen 

presented his experience on how to deal with Certificate on Financial Statements (Grant 

agreement requirements, auditors and checklists) as well as how  

to report costs for a project consortium (as coordinator). The day ended with a practical 

exercise on financial reporting by Darina Zaimova. 

 

Social event: Free City walk through Belgrade and Dinner at Restaurant by the river. 

 

Day 3 – 6th June 2018 

Audits 

The last day was dedicated to the audit procedure, with Francesca Tomasi sharing her 

professional experience about audits carried out by the EC, one of its Agencies, or auditors 

appointed by them. Special emphasis was given to: the Audit procedure according to Model 

Grant Agreement, how to be prepared for an H2020 Audit (based on UniTrento experience) 

and H2020 checklists of eligibility criteria. As BESTPRAC Working Group 2 has already 

prepared several guidelines on this subject, these BESTPRAC relevant documents were 

presented and explored by the participants. 

Two practical exercises were organized: practical audit experience by Per Inge Andresen and 

"Be an auditor yourself" exercise by Francesca Tomasi.  

The topic was completed by Wolfram Rieneck presentation about what it means to be a 

H2020 coordinator in the audit procedure. 
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The training school ended with a final session of questions and answers about the topics 

presented and sharing experiences and opinions about the importance of such training 

actions for the research administrators’ professionals. 
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Participants 

 

Call for participation 

The call for application was published on 27th February 2018 on BESTPRAC website, mailing-

list and social networks, with a provisional programme, information about the venue and an 

online application form to be submitted with one month to the deadline (26th March 2018). 

Interested applicants needed to complete information about their organisation, their personal 

tasks in their current position, their job profile and level of experience, particularly on the 

training school topic. Furthermore, they had to briefly describe the potential development 

and benefit this training would bring to their professional daily life. 

 

The number of participants was limited to 20 with reimbursement (group A) and 20 ’local’ 

participants which could easily reach this training school without reimbursement (group B) - 

for this second group, priority was given to candidates from Serbia and from countries 

bordering Serbia: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Macedonia, 

Montenegro and Romania. 

 

The inclusion of a local group of participants was a novelty in the BESTPRAC Training School 

organization and was intended to enlarge the number of participants, but still allowing for 

active engagement by all participants and one-on-one dialogue during the sessions. 

Furthermore, the participation of specific applicants from the Serbia region and neighbouring 

countries envisioned to favour the regional development of research managers and 

administrators from these (mostly) inclusiveness countries.  

 

No deadline extension was granted and all applicants were notified of acceptance or 

rejection by April 16, 2018.  
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Participants’ selection 

We received in total 102 applications from 24 different COST Countries and, with 3 repeated 

applicants, 99 proposals were evaluated. The evaluation committee included: 

- Cristina Oliveira (Training School vice-manager) 

- Madalena Martins (Training School manager) 

- Marija Sola (Working Group 2 leader) 

- Vanessa Ravagni (organizer of BESTPRAC Training School held in 2016 on the 

same topic) 

 

The final score consisted in the average grade of the four evaluators (up until 5), plus extra 

points in case the applicant is an Early Stage Administrator and in case it works on H2020 

financial issues (one point per criterion). For both participant groups we have decided for a 

cut-off grade of 4 (out of a maximum of 7) points, taking into consideration that 

including participants without H2020/ financial experience and/or with no (immediate) future 

professional application could make the trainers and trainees experience less efficient. 

 

A lump sum of 700 Euros towards travel and accommodation expenses was available for 

participants from Group A. Group B participants, since coming from Serbia and/or 

neighbouring countries, participated in this training school without reimbursement. 

No additional financial support for participants was available from COST.  

 
 

Group of participants 

In total, there were 42 individuals participating in the Training School: 35 trainees, 5 

trainers, the Working Group 2 leader and the Training School vice-manager. 

 

The selected trainees came from 16 different countries, with geographic spread from South, 

North and Central Europe (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Participant’ countries (15 COST Member states) 

 

Group A included 11 COST Member States (8 (73%) inclusiveness countries) and Group B, 

dedicated to participants from Serbia and/or neighbouring countries, included 5 COST 

Member States (3 (60%) inclusiveness countries). Besides 12 participants from Serbia, Group 

B included also 4 participants initially from group A, but, still with an excellent grade, could 

not be reimbursed due to excessive high quality applications in Group A. In total, 77% of the 

participants work on COST Inclusiveness Target Countries (ITCs), fulfilling the goal of further 

disseminating BESTPRAC and research management professional development in these 

inclusiveness countries (Figure 2A and 2B). 
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Figure 2. A - Participant’ countries from Group A (13 (68%) participants from inclusiveness 

countries) B - Participant’ countries from group B 14 (88%) participants from inclusiveness 

countries). 

 

Regarding gender, only 17% of participants were male, as a reflection of a more dominant 

female participation in research administration.  

 

The five experienced trainers also work in research institutions from different European 

countries: Austria, Bulgaria, France, Italy and Norway. All of them are active members of 

BESTPRAC, specifically in the working group 2 dedicated to finance. 

 

Evaluation 

To improve the BESTPRAC Training Schools and further adjust future activities to the 

trainees needs, a short satisfaction survey was requested to all trainees. 31 out of 35 

participants replied with a very positive feedback and strongly agreed that: 

- the objectives of the training school were clearly defined (81%) 

- the content was well organised and easy to follow (74%) 

- the training session(s) had a coherent structure (74%) 

- the training school will have a positive impact on their professional performance 

(77%) 

- they would recommend this training course to a colleague (90%) 
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The trainers’ skills and training materials were also greatly appreciated, as well as the 

training school organization. Still, there is place for improvement, especially adding more 

time with practical exercises and a better adjustment of the room due to the (big) size of the 

group. 

 

Overall, the training school was a great success and highly appreciated by all participants, as 

stated in their personal comments: 

 

“I got a comprehensive overall view of the financial tasks in H2020 projects. It was nice to 

meet and share our problems with other colleagues from various institutions from several 

countries and better understand the differences in financial management procedures” 

 

“I will definitely use the skills and knowledge acquired in managing the H2020 projects we 

have. Especially useful was the audit session” 

 

“I have learned a loooot of useful things which I now can put in practice from the very first 

day of my return - one week ago we won MCS :-)  
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“Thank you a lot for so professional trainers, training and atmosphere! I am looking forward 

for other trainings with practical issues” 

 

“Absolutely brilliant, very useful content” 

 

Contact 

For further information please contact the Training School Managers: Madalena 

Martins (madalena.martins@itqb.unl.pt) and Cristina Oliveira (c.oliveira@fcsh.unl.pt)  

 

mailto:madalena.martins@itqb.unl.pt
mailto:coliveira@fcsh.unl.pt
mailto:c.oliveira@fcsh.unl.pt

